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Always on top of the supply 
chain 

Digitalization is bringing many benefits to logistics. 

For instance, it has great potential for taming the 

growing complexity of supply chains. Thus, more 

and more companies are adopting digital solutions to 

maximize processes’ transparency and efficiency.  

Managing shipping assets such as load carriers, semi-trailers, swap 

bodies, locomotives, railcars, and ocean freight containers is a 

multifaceted task. A company’s needs determine which technology fits 

best, so enterprises have to specify their requirements before they 

commit to a digital solution. 

This white paper gives you an introduction to digital tracking 

approaches. Starting out with the challenges in logistics, it shows how 

companies can benefit from corresponding solutions. Then it turns the 

spotlight on technologies, highlighting the options companies have to 

address their specific requirements in ways that best suit their purposes. 
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Challenges in logistics 

Logistics is all about efficiency, but supply chains are 

growing ever more complex with some already 

spanning the entire globe. What challenges does this 

pose for companies?  

Inefficient load carrier utilization 

Are load carriers full or empty? Are they in good working order or 

defective? Companies find it hard to answer these questions for a lack 

of information about their load carriers’ condition and status. This often 

leaves load carriers underutilized. Without a transparent view of their 

assets, companies may even buy new load carriers, unaware that they 

have plenty to go around.  

Inefficient utilization is perhaps most prevalent in the run-up to peak 

shipping seasons. This is when companies tend to hoard load carriers, 

which are then underutilized for a time. Space can become a problem 

when there are so many assets to store. 

Inefficient fleet management 

Companies lack detailed insights into the location of the trailers, freight 

cars, and containers that convey load carriers. This impedes their 

planning efforts and makes it difficult to respond flexibly to an 

unexpected turn of events such as a late shipment. The lack of 

transparency also prevents companies from spotting potential for 

improvement in their processes.  
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For example, transition points can be bottlenecks, say when load 

carriers need to be offloaded from freight cars. With a finite number of 

unloading stations, a freight car may sit in a customer’s yard for days – 

much to the detriment of the logistics service provider who owns that 

car, but can only bill the customer for forwarding the freight it carries. 

Inefficient inventory management 

Managing inventory usually involves a lot of hands-on effort. Companies 

often have to task employees to search for items and inventory assets. 

This time-consuming and tedious task leaves people unavailable for 

more important jobs.  

Logging load carriers and goods in and out also ties up personnel. And 

manual scanning is an error-prone task. Companies can soon lose track 

of inventories and devote far more time than necessary to administrative 

processes. 

 

On-demand webinar: How IoT brings transparency along the supply 

chain 

 
Asset tracking enables logisticians and supply chain managers to create 
transparency throughout the supply chain. For example, TRUMPF 
connected specialized shipping boxes with our smart Track and Trace 
solution to spend less time searching and coordinating. 
 
But how do companies find the solution best suited to their needs? In this 
webinar, logistics experts from TRUMPF and Bosch.IO explain what 
really matters when it comes to asset tracking. 
 
 Register now > 

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2910474/E871738591C34A3F258AC6B025EA58AF?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2910474/E871738591C34A3F258AC6B025EA58AF?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2910474/E871738591C34A3F258AC6B025EA58AF?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2910474/E871738591C34A3F258AC6B025EA58AF?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2910474/E871738591C34A3F258AC6B025EA58AF?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2910474/E871738591C34A3F258AC6B025EA58AF?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2910474/E871738591C34A3F258AC6B025EA58AF?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
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How companies benefit from 
digital tracking solutions 

Digital tracking solutions are about much more than 

locating assets in the supply chain. Rather, they 

create comprehensive transparency and help 

companies master the increasing complexity. Which 

use cases are conceivable?  

Asset management 

In light of the challenges in logistics, asset management represents a 

central use case for digital tracking solutions. Companies gain 

comprehensive insights into the supply chain, which they can use as a 

basis for optimizing workflows and processes. 

For instance, companies can get an accurate picture of their load 

carriers’ utilization and see where there is room for improvement. In the 

course of our projects, we were able to increase the utilization of 

logistics assets by up to 25 percent. And we were able to boost the 

availability of reusable containers by as much as 25 percent, sparing 

companies the cost of buying new ones. 

A digital solution also provides transparency as to the whereabouts of 

assets. It can slash the time and effort spent gathering asset information 

and coordinating cargo flows by as much as 50 percent. In addition, 

companies become aware of inefficient processes. For example, a 

digital solution can quickly call a logistics service provider’s attention to 

the fact that his freight cars are serving as a temporary warehouse on 

wheels. The logistics company can then let the customer know about 

this misappropriation of assets and perhaps charge for this non-

contracted use. 

Finally, companies can leverage a digital solution to automate 

administrative routines. Thus, they reduce the time spent searching, 

inventorying, logging, and scanning by as much as 75 percent. They 

also eliminate error sources by cutting down on manual scanning 

efforts. 

Asset loss 

Companies find it difficult to keep track of all load carriers that are in 

circulation, particularly in complex supply chains. A logistician may not 

even notice if a customer or supplier forgets to send back a few pallet 

cages and uses them to store goods. Transport container theft might 

also go unnoticed. Consequently it can become impossible for a 

Customer testimonial: How 
nox Nachtexpress creates 

transparency along the entire 
supply chain 

https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/track-and-trace-adds-transparency-to-supply-chains/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
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company to account for many assets that are on the books, but out of 

reach, at the end of the year. The company will have to buy 

replacements if their assets do not turn up, incurring unexpected costs. 

A digital tracking solution can prevent that problem. Depending on the 

solution at play, companies are aware of the last-known position of their 

assets in the supply chain and might even track them if they are no 

longer part of the logistics cycle. For instance, the logistician can see 

that certain pallet cages are not finding their way home from a customer 

or supplier. It also makes it easier for companies to track the 

whereabouts of an asset stolen from the network.  

Asset monitoring 

In various industries, companies require insights into additional 

parameters during transit and in storage. Food retailers and 

pharmaceutical companies are a case in point – they have to keep a 

close eye on the temperature of their goods. Sensors built into tracking 

devices can provide this monitoring capability. Companies can also 

keep track of other parameters such as shock or humidity. 

Keeping tabs on external influences is one aspect of asset monitoring; 

keeping up with equipment usage is another. For example, construction 

companies equip machinery such as plate compactors or road rollers 

with tracking devices. That way, they know where the machines are and 

– given the proper sensors – if they are actually in use. 

 

 

Asset Tracking Guide: How to get your tracking project 

off the ground 

What questions should companies be asking themselves to 
find that perfect tracking solution? 
 
With many track-and-trace projects for load carriers to our 
credit, we have had ample opportunity to identify the five key 
questions that companies need to address. 
 
 Download now > 

Customer testimonial: How 
the rail freight operator 

Lineas connected its fleet 

https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://contact.bosch.io/content/FormDisplayPage?f=u0VnI&ft=download&std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://contact.bosch.io/content/FormDisplayPage?f=u0VnI&ft=download&std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://contact.bosch.io/content/FormDisplayPage?f=u0VnI&ft=download&std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
file:///D:/Office/01%20Kunden/Bosch/Auftraggeber/Jonas%20Schramm/03%20März%202021/03.03%20Morphologischer%20Kasten%20(Fortsetzung%20Feb)/std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://contact.bosch.io/content/FormDisplayPage?f=u0VnI&ft=download&std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://contact.bosch.io/content/FormDisplayPage?f=u0VnI&ft=download&std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://contact.bosch.io/content/FormDisplayPage?f=u0VnI&ft=download&std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/digitalizing-rail-transport/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://contact.bosch.io/content/FormDisplayPage?f=u0VnI&ft=download&std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
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Tracking device technology 

The tracking technology varies depending on the use 

case. Three types of devices figure prominently – 

data loggers, a hybrid device architecture, and all-in-

one devices. So, what type of tech works best for 

which use case? 

Data loggers  

Data loggers record parameters such as temperature or humidity at a 

high sampling rate. Typically, this breed of device does not come with 

built-in wireless or positioning technology. They generate vast amounts 

of data, so the technical and financial hurdles for direct communication 

with the cloud are high. 

Data loggers do not enable real-time asset monitoring. Companies have 

to retrieve this data from the devices after the fact. On the upside, they 

do provide detailed insights by tracking the trajectory of various 

parameters almost continuously to describe a curve over time. 

Hybrid device architecture 

Hybrid device architecture features two components:  

1. Small asset tags attached to movable assets 

2. A reader that retrieves data from the tags and communicates 

with the cloud 

Use case: Asset management, asset monitoring 
& asset loss (to a limited extent) 

How this works: Small tags attached to 
movable assets communicate with a central 
reader via a short-range wireless link. 
Positioning technology and long-range wireless 
communication components for cloud 
connectivity are built into this reader.  

 

Use case: Asset monitoring 

What they do: These devices log temperature, 
humidity, and the like in detail, without direct 
data transmission. 
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The asset tag and reader communicate via short-range wireless tech 

such as Bluetooth. Tags may be optionally equipped with sensors to 

measure parameters such as temperature or humidity. 

The receiver also comes with long-range wireless capability to 

communicate with the cloud, for example, via cellular mobile networks. 

A positioning technology such as GPS serves to determine the 

receiver’s location. The distance over which the asset tags and the 

receiver can communicate is limited, thus the tagged asset’s position 

can be extrapolated from the receiver’s location – albeit with a slight 

margin of error.   

An asset tag costs just a few euros, so a company can equip many 

assets without expenses skyrocketing. Asset tags also hold up for a 

very long time. Running on nothing larger than a button cell battery, an 

optimized tag can operate for eight years or so even if it sends a status 

update every few minutes. 

A single receiver can read many asset tags simultaneously. What’s 

more, different types of sensors can connect to the same receiver, 

which results in a wide range of possible applications. For example, 

companies can install sensors in a warehouse to measure temperature 

and humidity. This way, they can keep track of assets while monitoring 

their environment.    

The primary use case for a hybrid device architecture is asset 

management for thousands of assets. Hybrid devices provide a 

remarkably accurate picture of where assets happen to be at any given 

time. For instance, companies can determine the location of a pallet 

cage on site or a load carrier on a truck trailer in near real time. This 

transparency enables enterprises to better plan operations, optimize 

processes, and respond flexibly to unforeseen events.  

All-in-one devices 

With all relevant technologies built in, all-in-one devices are larger than 

the aforementioned asset tags. They operate autonomously and do not 

need to communicate with a gateway, access point, or other 

intermediary. All-in-one devices feature: 

Use case: Asset management, asset monitoring 
& asset loss 

How this works: A device attached to the asset 
is equipped with all technologies needed to 
connect it to the cloud and determine its 
location. That makes it an autonomous 
standalone device.  
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 Long-range wireless capability to communicate with the cloud 

 Positioning technology to determine the location 

 Optionally, sensors to detect other parameters such as 

temperature, humidity, or shock 

These devices are designed for asset management and asset loss use 

cases – particularly with regards to premium assets. Able to operate 

autonomously, they can provide the location of company assets around 

the world. Regular updates alert enterprises to lost or stolen assets.  

All-in-one devices equipped with optional sensors could also serve to 

monitor assets. For example, a device could send a signal when the 

temperature rises above or drops below a certain threshold. 
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Start your tracking project with 
Bosch.IO 

Track and Trace from Bosch is a smart tracking 

solution that provides up-to-date information on the 

position and condition of shipping assets. 

Track and Trace creates transparency across the entire supply chain, 

enabling logistics and materials planners and managers to digitally track 

materials and assets. Its benefits are many. Track and Trace: 

✓ Makes planning more reliable 

✓ Ensures materials keep flowing 

✓ Reduces time spent searching, logging, and inventorying 

✓ Lightens the workload and cuts costs 

Plug & play implementation in the supply chain 

Our Track and Trace solution comes with all hardware and software 

needed for end-to-end tracking. We will work with you to find the best 

device technology for your use case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Captured data can be funneled for further use in analytics applications 

and the like. We also channel this data into your systems (ERP, SAP, 

WMS, TMS, etc.) to create a link between planning and real-time data 

via an interface (ODS). 

You want to start your tracking project? In the following, we help you 

define your requirements. A glossary gives you a general overview of 

relevant wireless and positioning technologies that might come into play.

Learn more about 
Track and Trace  

Track and Trace in 
action: How our 

customers put it to use 

https://bosch.io/products/track-and-trace/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/products/track-and-trace/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/products/track-and-trace/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/products/track-and-trace/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/products/track-and-trace/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/products/track-and-trace/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/products/track-and-trace/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/products/track-and-trace/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/products/track-and-trace/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
https://bosch.io/customers/logistics/?std1=mailing&std2=email&std3=7012o000001f36Q&std4=wp&utm_source=mailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=7012o000001f36Q&utm_content=wp
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What are your specific requirements? 

A precise definition of your requirements provides the basis for finding the right tracking approach to 

your use case. You should ask yourself the following questions.  

 
 
 

Do you want to discuss your specific use case? 

Contact us    
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Wireless technologies 

Wireless technologies serve to transmit data 

between devices and to communicate with the cloud. 

They have various ranges, bandwidths, and 

properties to suit different tracking scenarios. 

Short-range wireless technologies 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) and Bluetooth are short-range 

wireless technologies. They connect devices with a reader, gateway, or 

access point over short distances ranging from a few millimeters to 

several meters, usually within designated rooms or a specified section 

of a building. 

RFID 

RFID enables communication between a tag and a reader. Tags can be 

passive or battery-assisted. They are activated by the reader’s 

electromagnetic field. Passive RFID tags do not have a dedicated power 

source and only cover short distances in the centimeter range. Battery-

supported RFID tags on the other hand can be read at a distance of 

several meters. 

Companies that wish to use RFID have to set up dedicated 

infrastructure. While RFID tags are cheap, readers are fairly expensive. 

RFID is used mostly in controlled environments to ensure tags, readers, 

and the given software are compatible. 

Bluetooth 

Bluetooth enables communication over greater distances than RFID. 

More than 36,000 companies have joined the Bluetooth Special Interest 

Group (SIG) to advance this standard. 

While the classic version of Bluetooth features prominently in 

smartphones, Bluetooth Low Energy (LE) is commonplace in IoT 

applications. Rolled out with the Bluetooth 4 standard, this power-saving 

option is geared for smaller devices that run on batteries and can do 

without high data rates and continuous data transmission. 

Depending on antenna design, asset tags equipped with Bluetooth LE 

technology can reach distances of over 50 meters. This makes it easy to 

detect asset tags in a warehouse even with relatively few receivers. 
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Local networks  

Wi-Fi and ultra-wideband (UWB) are local-area networks that link 

devices across distances ranging from a few meters to hundreds of 

meters. These technologies cover larger settings such as warehouses 

and factories well. They have to be integrated into legacy Internet 

infrastructure for cloud connectivity. This could be an enterprise network 

or a cellular router. 

Wi-Fi 

Wi-Fi is a ubiquitous transmission technology found in countless 

households and public spaces. Every computer and smartphone 

supports Wi-Fi. However, its pervasiveness has become a mixed 

blessing. Wi-Fi operates primarily in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands, 

which are split into several channels. Wi-Fi networks compete with one 

another for airwaves in heavily populated areas. What’s more, gateways 

or access points only support a limited number of simultaneous 

connections. This can lead to congestion and drive down transmission 

rates. 

The 802.11ax specification standard popularly known as Wi-Fi 6 

addresses these issues. Its maximum data transmission rate is higher, 

and Wi-Fi 6 gateways can communicate with more devices at the same 

time, the idea being to prevent the rate from dropping. On the downside, 

Wi-Fi 6 is not compatible with earlier versions. Companies that want to 

use it will need new devices and new network infrastructure, so it may 

take some time before Wi-Fi 6 is widely available.   

Ultra wideband (UWB) 

As the name suggests, ultra-wide band’s distinguishing feature is its 

wide frequency range. UWB can be used alongside other network 

technologies such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. UWB transmits data in brief 

pulses. With a range greater than that of Bluetooth or RFID, these 

signals are powerful enough to penetrate walls and other obstacles.  

UWB works well for indoor localization. It provides more accurate results 

because positions are determined by measuring signal propagation time 

rather than signal strength. Take, for example, a warehouse in which 

trackable equipment has been tagged. Several readers measure signal 

propagation times. With at least three readers, it is possible to 

triangulate the position of an object to within a few centimeters.  

However, UWB is more expensive than Bluetooth, and can only be 

deployed indoors. Therefore, companies should carefully weigh the 

costs and benefits before choosing this indoor tracking technology. 
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Wide-area networks 

Wide-area networks break down roughly into two categories – 

conventional cellular mobile networks and low-power wide-area 

networks (LPWANs). A separate section below is devoted to the latter. 

2G 

This mobile communication standard was introduced in Germany in the 

early 1990s as the successor to analog systems. Mainly used for 

telephony, it is able to transmit data via GPRS at up to 53.6 kbit/s and 

Edge up to 220 kbit/s. This is the go-to standard for many older and 

cheaper IoT devices. 

2G continues to be widely available, although a retooling of the 

networks in favor of 5G is underway and thus the rollback of 2G has 

begun. Low-power wide-area networks geared toward device 

communication will eventually take over from 2G networks. The demise 

of 2G poses a challenge for device manufacturers. Upgrading legacy 

IoT devices to a higher standard is complex and costly – if not 

altogether impossible.  

4G 

4G is not a uniform mobile communications standard. Instead, it is 

comprised of many categories from Cat 3 to Cat 16 stipulating different 

transmission rates. LTE Cat-16, for example, supports data 

transmission at up to 1 Gbit/s. Generally speaking, the various 4G levels 

are geared toward high bandwidths and large data volumes, for 

example, for streaming video on smartphones. 

Some sub-categories are tailored to machine communication – 

specifically, Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) and LTE-M low-power wide-area 

networks. These go to connect thousands of IoT devices that do not 

send much data. 

5G 

Cellular mobile networks and Wi-Fi’s shared dilemma is that demand is 

nudging both to the limits of their capacity. Legions of users are 

accessing the Internet on the go, transmitting mounting volumes of data 

while the number of connected IoT devices continues to grow. 

5G is to remedy that problem. Not only does it enable higher data 

transmission rates than its predecessors; it also offers greater capacity 

to connect more users and devices. The 5G network is designed for a 

million connections per square kilometer – tenfold that of 4G networks. 

5G is optimized for three scenarios:     
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 Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB): Users benefit from 

higher data rates, for example, for video streaming and virtual 

reality applications. 

 Ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC): 

Autonomous vehicles and connected manufacturing plants 

require reliable data transmission with low latency, which is 

exactly what URLLC is designed to provide.   

 Massive machine type communication (mMTC): This type of 

communication is optimized for IoT devices and does not require 

much power. Many devices can connect to and use the network 

at the same time. 

Low-power wide-area networks (LPWAN) 

As the IoT continues to make inroads, vendors are rolling out more and 

more devices that transmit much smaller data packets than those sent 

by PCs or smartphones. The low-power wide-area network (LPWAN) 

was designed precisely for this purpose. Cost-effective, power-saving 

and reliable, this wireless technology’s range is comparable to that of a 

cellular mobile network. There are two types of LPWANs: 

 LPWANs that build on legacy 4G infrastructure such as 

Narrowband IoT and LTE-M 

 LPWANs that use unlicensed ISM bands such as Sigfox and 

LoRa 

Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT)  

NB-IoT enables energy-efficient data transmission for small, battery-

powered IoT devices to be deployed in the field for extended periods of 

time. NB-IoT builds on legacy cellular infrastructure, so mobile network 

operators can integrate it into today’s networks. These signals penetrate 

into hard-to-reach areas such as basements. 

NB-IoT is great for stationary devices that send small data packets, for 

example, smart meters, streetlights, and temperature sensors. It is less 

suitable for mobile use cases because it takes a fair amount of time and 

quite a bit of power to establish a connection. 

LTE-M 

LTE-M builds on LTE technology, which provide the underpinning for 4G 

mobile networks. Like NB-IoT it is optimized for IoT use cases. 

However, LTE-M has higher data rates and lower latency. The tradeoff 

is that these devices require a little bit more power. LTE-M does not 

penetrate buildings quite as well as NB-IoT, but significantly better than 

2G. LTE-M is suitable for both stationary and mobile devices that send 

somewhat larger amounts of data to the cloud. 
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Sigfox  

Based on a proprietary protocol, Sigfox is an LPWAN technology geared 

to connect devices and sensors with the cloud. Its hallmarks are lower 

power consumption and long range.  

The Sigfox company sets up and operates the infrastructure with the 

corresponding receiving devices. For each Sigfox device a data contract 

with the company is necessary. Devices can send data to the Sigfox 

network 144 times per day; packets may not exceed 12 bytes. At the 

time of writing, Sigfox was available in more than 70 countries. 

The potential for data transfer from the cloud to the device (downlink) is 

very limited with this technology. Changes to the configuration are 

therefore only rarely possible; firmware updates usually do not work. 

LoRa  

LoRa is a long-range wireless communication championed by the LoRa 

Alliance. As it stands, devices have to be equipped with Semtech chips 

to use this technology. 

Unlike Sigfox, there is no central entity to set up LoRa infrastructure. 

Instead, various network operators are setting up wide-ranging 

networks. Companies may also build a gateway- and server-based 

infrastructure of their own. This way, they do not have to relinquish their 

data to third parties. 

LoRa is like Sigfox in that devices may send data to the network 144 

times per day. Data packet size may range from 51 bytes to up to 222 

bytes, depending on the transmission rate. At the time of writing, there 

were nearly 150 network operators providing infrastructure in more than 

160 countries. 

With LoRa, the options for data transmission from the cloud to the 

device (downlink) are also significantly more limited than with classic 

mobile communications. Changes to the configuration are possible; 

firmware updates only work to a limited extent. 
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Positioning technologies 

Various positioning technologies can serve to track 

load carriers. Global navigation satellite systems 

such as GPS provide the means to do this, as do 

various ancillary approaches to localizing a load 

carrier.  

Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) 

A GNSS consists of several orbiting satellites that broadcast their 

locations in space and time to a receiver on Earth. This receiver is able 

to determine its position anywhere in the world based on the information 

from at least four satellites. 

GNSS is a collective term for various countries’ systems. The USA’s 

GPS is certainly the most widely known. Europe, Russia, and China 

also have systems called Galileo, GLONASS, and BeiDou, respectively. 

Wi-Fi sniffing 

Via Wi-Fi sniffing, a device can determine its location using Wi-Fi 

signals. Wi-Fi abounds, particularly in heavily populated areas dotted 

with commercial hotspots, enterprise networks, and home access 

points. A database query can serve to determine these Wi-Fi networks’ 

location and, by extension, the device’s position. The more signals a 

device receives, the more accurate the positioning will be. Unlike GNSS 

positioning, this approach also works indoors.  

GSM positioning 

GSM positioning is a cellular localization technology. A device that is 

dialed into the mobile network can be located by its proximity to the 

radio cells within range and the associated signal strengths. Using the 

Cell-IDs, the positions of the radio cells can be queried from a data 

service provider, which in turn allows to determine the position of the 

device. 

GSM positioning is less precise than GNSS positioning because 

variables such as the mobile network’s topography affect its accuracy. 

This is particularly conspicuous when using GSM positioning in 

LPWANs (NB-IoT and LTE-M). These technologies’ generate stronger 

signals, while cell density is still rather low. This means that cell towers 

can be farther apart. The greater distance is detrimental to this 

positioning method’s accuracy.     
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Sigfox Atlas 

The Sigfox Atlas geolocation service is essentially GSM positioning for 

Sigfox devices. Sigfox’s great range is actually a drawback. Base 

stations are so far apart that accuracy can suffer.  

Beacon localization 

A hybrid device architecture can also be used to locate assets in 

buildings. To this end, beacons or tags are attached to key spots, for 

example, above entrances or gates. A tracking device on the movable 

assets logs on as soon as it links up with a beacon. This communication 

channel can be used to pinpoint the device’s position. For example, a 

logistics company could equip all its loading docks with beacons. Then 

tracking devices on trailers can link up with these beacons to indicate at 

which loading ramp the trailer is parked. 
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Bosch.IO GmbH combines the full set of consulting 

and implementation skills to deliver IoT and digital 

projects, focusing on the retail, energy, building, 

industry, consumer goods, logistics and mobility 

sectors. Bosch.IO has 900 experts on board, 

including consultants, coaches, cloud software 

developers, digital marketers, UX and business 

model designers, solution architects, and project 

managers. The interdisciplinary team works together 

at locations in Germany, Bulgaria, Japan, China, and 

Singapore to serve customers around the world. 

Drawing on a broad base of industry knowledge and 

a deep well of software expertise, this Bosch 

company has proven its merits in more than 250 IoT 

projects. 
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Stay up to date on all things logistics  

 

Get in touch with our logistics experts 
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Bosch.IO GmbH 
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www.bosch.io 
 

Asia 
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